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Performance of In-band Transmission of System
Information in Massive MIMO Systems

Marcus Karlsson, Emil Björnson and Erik G. Larsson

Abstract—We consider transmission of system information in
massive MIMO. This information needs to be reliably delivered to
inactive users in the cell without any channel state information
at the base station. Downlink transmission entails the use of
downlink pilots and a special type of precoding that aims to
reduce the dimension of the downlink channel and the pilot
overhead, which would otherwise scale with the number of base
station antennas. We consider a scenario in which the base
station transmits over a small number of coherence intervals,
providing little time/frequency diversity. The system informa-
tion is transmitted with orthogonal space-time block codes to
increase reliability and performance is measured using outage
rates. Several different codes are compared, both for spatially
correlated and uncorrelated channels and for varying amount
of time/frequency diversity. We show that a massive MIMO
base station can outperform a single-antenna base station in all
considered scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) can bring
impressive gains in spectral efficiency, quality of service and
fairness compared with contemporary wireless communication
systems [1]–[3]. Advanced testbeds [3]–[5] are already con-
firming that the theoretical gains and benefits of massive MIMO
can be reaped in practical settings. However, there are still
significant problems that need to be solved in order to make
it the key technology of the next generation cellular networks.
In particular, the base station (BS) needs some way to convey
information about cell operation, such as carrier frequencies,
bandwidths, and configurations—commonly called system in-
formation (SI)—to the terminals in the cell. This transmission
of SI is needed for initial access—when an inactive terminal
joins the network—and for handover operations. Many papers
focus on analyzing the benefits of the technology in the
physical layer when the terminals have already received the
SI and are regularly transmitting uplink pilots. Conveying SI
in massive MIMO has been considered a problem by many in
the community and even a show-stopper by some [6].

When the BS has channel state information (CSI), it is able
to perform beamforming to achieve a coherent array gain,
effectively increasing the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the
receiving terminals. This means that, when CSI is available,
more terminals can be reached compared to contemporary
single-antenna systems, without increasing the transmit power.
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However, when the BS does not have CSI, this array gain is
lost. Consequently, there is a gap in the received signal power
between the signal carrying SI, transmitted without CSI, and
the stronger user-dedicated signal, transmitted with CSI. As a
result, the area the BS can cover without CSI is smaller than
the area covered with CSI.

A space-time block code (STBC) can improve the reliability
of transmission without CSI by increasing the effective SNR
at the receiver and by providing spatial diversity. Many con-
temporary systems use STBCs, but massive MIMO offers more
freedom in choosing a code because of the larger number
of antennas. One specific choice of a STBC is called beam
sweeping [7], where the BS sweeps over the cell with the same
message using different beams in order to find the terminal.
The more antennas the BS has, the narrower beams it can use,
resulting in a high received SNR whenever the beam “hits”
the terminal. However, beam sweeping is essentially a spatial
repetition code—hence, inefficient.

In this paper, we mainly consider scenarios with strin-
gent latency constraints, high reliability requirements, and a
channel that offers little or no time/frequency diversity. A
representative scenario could be a narrow-band channel in a
cellular system handling SI or a sensor network using low-
energy, narrow-band sensors. We consider using an orthogo-
nal STBC (OSTBC) which enables full diversity and simple
decoding, both desirable in the above-mentioned scenarios.
To enable downlink training, a precoding matrix is used to
reduce the pilot overhead. Moreover, only in-band solutions
are considered, for which the SI is transmitted in the same
frequency band as the payload data.

A. Related Work and Contributions

Transmission of SI in massive MIMO has been considered
in [8]–[11] and is of concern to the industry [12]. Reference
[8] presents the need for a precoding matrix to reduce pilot
overhead, and focuses on optimizing this precoding matrix,
constructed from Zadoff-Chu sequences, to achieve approxi-
mate omnidirectional transmission on the average. Here, ap-
proximate means that the signal powers in all of the M equally
spaced discrete angles are identical. The article also measures
system performance in terms of the peak-to-average-power
ratio of the transmitted signal, outage probability, and ergodic
rate when the user has perfect CSI. In [9], the same authors
design the STBC and the precoding matrix jointly, to achieve
approximate omnidirectional transmission in each channel use.
In [10], [11] omnidirectional transmission, where signal power
is constant for any angle, not just discrete ones, is considered.
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The design in [11] allows for small fluctuations in average
power over the angles, while [10] considers omnidirectional
transmission, averaged over a few channel uses. Any of these
methods regarding SI can be used together with the method
proposed in [13], where SI is transmitted in the same time-
frequency resource as the payload data but is confined to the
nullspace of the beamforming matrix used for the payload
data.

Note that, although all users in the cell receive the same
message from the BS, there is a clear distinction between
transmitting SI and multi-casting in massive MIMO. When
multi-casting [14], the BS exploits CSI in order to beamform
the common information to the terminals. There are also
some minor similarities with reducing the dimension of the
channel, as done in this paper, and what is known as hybrid
beamforming [15], where the BS uses a low dimensional
digital precoder and maps the output of this to the antenna
array with a high dimensional analogue precoder, consisting
of phase shifters. Some prominent differences between hybrid
beamforming and dimension reduction are: hybrid beamform-
ing is limited by the number of RF chains, but in this paper,
each antenna has its own RF chain; many of the algorithms
used in hybrid beamforming aim to maximize the spectral
efficiency, ignoring the users with poor channel conditions;
and hybrid beamforming needs CSI which is not available to
the BS in the scenario considered here. Additionally, there is
no guarantee that the dimension reduction with a given STBC
can be realized using hybrid beamforming.

The specific contributions of the paper are the following:

• We derive a lower bound on the SNR obtained at the
terminal for downlink communication in a massive MIMO
system using downlink pilots and an arbitrary OSTBC
without any prior CSI available to the terminal or the BS.
This bound is found to be close to a bound that follows
as a special case of the results in [13], where no structure
of the transmitted signal is assumed.

• We analyze the need for spatial diversity for transmis-
sion of SI in a massive MIMO system by comparing
the performance of several OSTBCs in correlated and
uncorrelated channels. For the considered scenario, using
codes providing a higher diversity order than around 10
is not beneficial. For larger codes the increase in spatial
diversity is not enough to counteract the pre-log penalty
associated with the pilot overhead.

• We study how the availability of time-frequency resources
for SI affects the choice of OSTBCs. Here we consider two
cases: First, the amount of information the BS wants to
convey to the terminal is fixed and the BS minimizes the
amount of time-frequency resources used. Second, the
amount of time-frequency resources available for SI is
fixed and the BS aims to convey as much information as
possible to the terminal.

• We derive a corresponding lower bound on the SNR at
the terminal, for the case of a multi-cell system with
different pilot reuse, and compare performance to that
of the single-cell system.

In earlier conference papers we have presented some initial

results. In [16], we highlighted the need for downlink pilots for
transmission without CSI at the BS and introduced the idea of
spatially repeating a small code over the antennas. Reference
[17] treated a scenario similar to the one in the current paper,
but the analysis here is includes correlated channels, larger
and rectangular OSTBCs, least-squares estimation, pilot-energy
optimization, and multiple cells.

Notation: Boldfaced lowercase letters, x, denote column
vectors, boldface uppercase letters, X, denote matrices and
lower case letters, x, denote scalars. IM is the identity matrix
of dimension M ×M and 0a×b is the zero matrix of dimen-
sions a× b. X∗, XT and XH denote conjugate, transpose and
Hermitian transpose, respectively. The 2-norm of a vector x
is denoted by ‖x‖. x̄ , <{x} and x̃ , ={x} denote the real
and imaginary parts, respectively, and the imaginary unit is
denoted by i. CN (x,X) represents the circularly symmetric,
complex Gaussian distribution with mean x and covariance
matrix X and χ2(m) is a Chi-squared distribution with m
degrees of freedom. The notation f(x) = O(g(x)) means that
there exist positive constants c and x0 such that

|f(x)| ≤ c|g(x)|, ∀x ≥ x0.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes

This subsection introduces OSTBCs and their associated
terminology, starting with the more general linear STBCs. The
information in this section can be found in, for example [18],
but some key equations are stated here in order to make
the paper self-contained as well as to establish notation and
terminology.

A linear STBC is a code for which each code matrix
(codeword) X carries nS information bearing symbols over
τ channel uses, using nT antennas. That is, each code matrix
X is a τ × nT (complex-valued) matrix of the form

X =

nS∑
n=1

s̄nAn + is̃nBn, (1)

where s̄n (s̃n) is the real (imaginary) part of the symbol to
be transmitted, sn = s̄n + is̃n. An and Bn are fixed τ × nT,
generally complex-valued, matrices which define the specific
code. Since nS symbols are conveyed over τ channel uses, the
code rate is nS/τ . We also refer to τ as the decoding delay,
or simply delay, since the receiver has to wait τ channel uses
before decoding the codeword X. We will further refer to nT

as the size of the code. Specifically, a “larger code” means a
code with larger nT.

An OSTBC is a linear STBC for which all code matrices
satisfy

XHX =

nS∑
n=1

|sn|2InT
.

This implies that τ ≥ nT. This orthogonality also means that
the symbols decouple in coherent detection [18, Section 7.4],
[19].
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TABLE I
THE PARAMETERS OF THE OSTBCS CONSIDERED IN THE PAPER.

Code ID nT τD nS Code Rate
(
nS

τD

)
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 1
4 4 4 3 3/4
8 8 16 8 1/2
12 12 128 64 1/2

All OSTBCs satisfy the following identities [18, Theo-
rem 7.1]:

AH
nAn = InT

, BH
nBn = InT

,

AH
nAk = −AH

kAn, BH
nBk = −BH

kBn, ∀n, k, n 6= k,

AH
nBk = BH

kAn, ∀n, k.

From these identities one can deduce that for any complex-
valued vector v

<
{
vHAH

nAkv
}

=

{
0, n 6= k

‖v‖2, n = k
(2)

and

<
{
−ivHAH

nBkv
}

= =
{
vHAH

nBkv
}

= 0,∀n, k, (3)

which will prove useful later.
As a special case of (1), consider letting sn = s for n =

1, . . . , nS, then
X = Cs,

for some complex matrix C. This is one way of describing
beam sweeping, where the rows of C are designed to provide
spatial coverage. We see here that beam sweeping is a special
case of a linear STBC with code rate 1/τ .

In this paper, we consider four different OSTBCs. As a
reference, we also consider a BS with a single antenna. The
considered OSTBCs are listed and summarized in Table I.
When referring to the codes, we will use the code identity
(ID), defined in Table I. Code 2 is the Alamouti code [20]
and code 4 can be found in [18, Example 7.4]. Codes 8 and
12 were created following the algorithm outlined in [19].

The two larger codes in Table I are suboptimal, both in terms
of rate [21] and delay [22]. This guarantees that an optimal
code (in terms of rate, delay, or both) will perform at least as
well. The main point, however, is that a massive MIMO BS can
outperform a single-antenna BS and to show this, the codes in
Table I are more than enough.

B. The Finite Coherence Interval

The coherence interval is a time-frequency block whose
time-duration is equal to the coherence time and whose
bandwidth is equal to the coherence bandwidth. The size
of the coherence interval in samples, denoted τC, can vary
vastly between applications, from a few hundred symbols, to
practically infinite [1, Chapter 2]. For an inactive user, the
BS does not know the length of the coherence interval, and
hence has to use a conservative estimate in order to reduce the
risk of overestimating the stability of the channel. In practice,

the system is limited by the channel offering the smallest
coherence interval.

The finite coherence interval is the reason why massive
MIMO requires time-division duplex (TDD) operation in order
to be scalable in the number of BS antennas, unless additional
assumptions on propagation are made [6]. TDD enables chan-
nel reciprocity within a coherence interval, which allows the
BS to learn the uplink and downlink channels from uplink
pilots. If downlink pilots were used, a BS with M antennas
would have to spend at least M channel uses on downlink
training in every coherence interval, plus additional feedback.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

The paper will focus on the single-cell case, where no
interference from other cells is present, as most of the in-
teresting phenomena arise there. However, we will provide a
brief discussion of what changes in a multi-cell scenario in
Section III-D and compare some of the results for the single-
cell scenario to that for the multi-cell scenario.

Consider a single-cell system in which the BS is equipped
with M antennas and wishes to convey SI to an arbitrary
single-antenna user within the cell. Neither the BS nor the
terminal has any a priori CSI. The received signal at the
terminal is

y ,
√
ρxTg + w,

where x ∈ CM×1, g ∈ CM×1, and w are the transmitted
signal, the channel, and noise, respectively. The transmitted
signal x satisfies E[xHx] = 1, ρ is the normalized transmit
power and w ∼ CN (0, 1) is independent, normalized noise.
The channel g is assumed to be distributed as CN (0,Cg),
where Cg , E

[
ggH

]
∈ CM×M is the channel covariance

matrix. Over τ channel uses the BS transmits the τ×M matrix

X ,


xT

1

xT
2
...
xT
τ

 ,
whereby the user receives the τ × 1 vector

y ,
√
ρXg + w, (4)

where
w , [w1, . . . , wτ ]T

has independent CN (0, 1) elements.
When the user detects the transmitted symbols, it is ben-

eficial to have CSI. To give the terminal CSI, the BS first
transmits the pilot matrix XP ∈ CτP×M , known a priori to both
parties. Orthogonal pilots (XH

P XP ∝ IM ) are usually preferred
as they are optimal in a mean-squared-error sense [18, Section
9.4] in independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh
fading. Additionally, orthogonal pilots ensure that the chan-
nel coefficients decouple during estimation in i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading. However, transmitting orthogonal pilots would require
τP ≥M , which means spending many channel uses on pilots.
If τP is of the same order as the coherence interval τC, few
channel uses will be left for data, and if τP > τC, the orthogonal
pilot block would be too big to fit in one coherence interval.
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Transmitting SI is seemingly the only time, apart from a
computational complexity perspective, when a massive MIMO
system does not benefit from having more antennas. If the BS
only had a few antennas, there would be no problem sending
orthogonal downlink pilots. To resolve this problem, there are
a few alternatives: i) Restrict the number of antennas at the
BS for the sole purpose of being able to transmit orthogonal
downlink pilots when conveying SI. This is not an appealing
solution since it eliminates the benefits of massive MIMO. ii)
Turn off antennas and transmit SI on only a subset of the array.
This is problematic because either the transmission without
CSI will have to be done with a fraction of the total output
power used in coherent transmission, or the hardware has to
be able to work with large variations in output power, which
would make the hardware more expensive. iii) Make use of the
excess of degrees of freedom and spatial diversity, provided
by the abundance of antennas at the BS. iv) Use a single, more
powerful antenna operating at another frequency, dedicated to
provide SI. As this paper only considers in-band solutions,
option iv is out of scope.

We consider the third alternative, and aim to find a middle
ground between full repetition over the antennas (beam sweep-
ing), associated with a lower rate, and no repetition, associated
with a large pilot overhead.

A. The Dimension Reducing Matrix

As mentioned earlier in Section III, having a BS with
a moderate or even small number of antennas might be
beneficial, considering the same total output power. To emulate
a BS with few antennas, consider constructing the transmitted
signal X with two separate parts:

X = XΦ, (5)

where Φ ∈ CnT×M , nT < M is a (deterministic) precoding
matrix called the dimension-reducing matrix (DRM), with
the purpose of spreading the OSTBC X ∈ Cτ×nT over the
antennas. With (5), the received signal (4) can be written as

y =
√
ρXΦg + w =

√
ρXh + w,

where we have defined the effective channel h , Φg ∈ CnT .
The DRM effectively shrinks the channel dimension from M
to nT. The matrix X can be thought of as the output of nT

antenna ports, and Φ represents the mapping from the antenna
ports to the physical antennas.

After choosing a DRM, the BS can transmit SI to the users
in the cell over the effective channel h. The transmission
is divided into a pilot phase, in which the BS transmits a
predetermined set of pilots in the downlink, and a data phase,
in which information-bearing symbols are transmitted. Note
that the DRM has to remain constant for the entire coherence
interval, i.e., over both the pilot and the data phase.

B. Pilot Phase

As long as the DRM is fixed within a coherence interval, the
effective channel h is static, which means it can be estimated.

To estimate the channel, a semi-unitary pilot matrix XP ∈
CτP×nT , τP ≥ nT, satisfying

XH
P XP =

τP

nT
InT

is transmitted with normalized transmit power ρP by the BS.
The received signal at the terminal is

yP ,
√
ρPXPh + w.

Since the terminal lacks CSI, the least-squares estimate of the
channel is used:

ĥ , (
√
ρPX

H
P XP)

−1XH
P yP = h + e, (6)

where
e , (

√
ρPX

H
P XP)

−1XH
P w = ĥ− h

is the channel estimation error. The channel and the estimation
error have covariance matrices

Ch , E
[
hhH] = E

[
ΦggHΦH] = ΦCgΦH (7)

and
Ce , E

[
eeH] =

nT

ρPτP
InT
, (8)

respectively.
The channel estimate, ĥ, and the channel estimation error,

e, are circularly symmetric complex variables. They are more-
over jointly Gaussian and correlated, which implies that we
can write [23, Theorem 10.2]

e|ĥ ∼ CN (Uĥ,R),

where

U , Ce (Ce + Ch)
−1
, and R ,

(
C−1

e + C−1
h

)−1
.

In particular, this means that

E
[
eeH

∣∣∣ĥ] = R + UĥĥHUH and E
[
eeT
∣∣∣ĥ] = UĥĥTUT.

(9)

C. Data Phase

In the data phase, the BS transmits a number of OSTBC
matrices XD ∈ CτD×nT , conveying nS mutually independent
information-bearing symbols over τD channel uses. With ρD

denoting the normalized transmit power, the received signal at
the terminal is

y =
√
ρDXDh + w.

The codeword XD satisfies

E
[
tr(XH

D XD)
]

= τD,

and the symbol energy is

Es , E
[
|sn|2

]
=

τD

nSnT
.

In order to detect the complex symbol sn, the user treats
the estimated channel ĥ as the true channel and detects the
real and imaginary part of sn separately. To detect the real
part of the transmitted symbol, s̄n, the terminal multiplies the
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received vector with ĥHAH
n from the left and takes the real

part [18]:

ˆ̄sn = <
{

ĥHAH
ny
}

= <
{√

ρDĥHAH
nXDĥ−√ρDĥHAH

nXDe + ĥHAH
nw
}
.

(10)
From (2) and (3),

<
{√

ρDĥHAH
nXDĥ

}
=
√
ρD||ĥ||2s̄n.

The last two terms in (10) are denoted by

η̄n,1 , −<
{√

ρDĥHAH
nXDe

}
and

η̄n,2 , <
{

ĥHAH
nw
}
.

We can now write the received, processed, real symbol as

ˆ̄sn =
√
ρD||ĥ||2s̄n + η̄n,1 + η̄n,2.

To decode the imaginary part of sn, we use −iĥHBH
n instead

of ĥHAH
n and the following calculations are otherwise identical

to what we have above. This calculation gives the error terms

η̃n,1 , −<
{
−i√ρDĥHBH

nXDe
}

= −=
{√

ρDĥHBH
nXDe

}
and

η̃n,2 , <
{
−iĥHBH

nw
}

= =
{

ĥHBH
nw
}
,

completely analogous to η̄n,1 and η̄n,2 for the detection of
the real part. Finally, we can write the received, processed
complex symbol as

ŝn ,
√
ρD||ĥ||2(s̄n + is̃n) + η̄n,1 + iη̃n,1 + η̄n,2 + iη̃n,2

=
√
ρD||ĥ||2sn + ηn,1 + ηn,2,

(11)
where ηn,1 , η̄n,1 + iη̃n,1 and ηn,2 , η̄n,2 + iη̃n,2.

Conditioned on the channel estimate, ĥ, (11) is a determin-
istic channel plus noise. The first error term, ηn,1, stemming
from the imperfect channel estimate, is correlated with the
symbol of interest sn. We can thus write

ηn,1 = cnsn + un,

where cn , E
[
s∗nηn,1

∣∣∣ĥ] /Es and un is uncorrelated to sn.
With this, (11) becomes

ŝn =
(√

ρD||ĥ||2 + cn

)
sn + un + ηn,2. (12)

The signal in (12) is now uncorrelated to the noise, conditioned
on ĥ, and the received SNR is given by [24]∣∣∣E [s∗nŝn∣∣∣ĥ]∣∣∣2

EsE
[
|ŝn|2

∣∣∣ĥ]− ∣∣∣E [s∗nŝn∣∣∣ĥ]∣∣∣2 . (13)

With

Un , E
[
|un|2

∣∣∣ĥ] = E
[
|ηn,1|2

∣∣∣ĥ]− EsE [|cn|2∣∣∣ĥ]
and

E
[
|ηn,2|2

∣∣∣ĥ] = ‖ĥ‖2,

(13) can be expressed as

SNRn ,
Es

∣∣∣√ρD||ĥ||2 + cn

∣∣∣2
Un + ||ĥ||2

. (14)

Note that the SNR in (14) can vary between symbols for the
same channel realization. This variation in SNR is small: in
the order of 0.1 percent for all analyzed cases. We define the
achievable SNR when using an OSTBC as

SNROSTBC , min
n∈{1,...,nS}

SNRn. (15)

In the special case when the physical channel has i.i.d. ele-
ments,

Cg = βI,

where β represents the large-scale fading, we have

cn = −√ρD||ĥ||2
nT

βτPρP + nT
.

If, in addition, the code is a square OSTBC (nT = τD) from
Table I,

Un =
ρDτDβ

βτPρP + nT
||ĥ||2

and the symbol SNR in (14) can be simplified to

SNRsquare ,
EsρD||ĥ||2
ρDτDβ

nT + βρPτP
+ 1

(
βτPρP

βτPρP + nT

)2

. (16)

We will later numerically compare the outage rate achieved
when using (15) to the rate achieved when using the SNR
derived in [13, Eq. (49)], where no structure of the transmitted
signal was assumed. The SNR from [13] is given by1

SNRgeneral ,

ρD

nT
‖ĥMMSE‖2

nTρDβ

nT + τPρPβ
+ 1

, (17)

where ĥMMSE is the channel estimate if a minimum-mean-
square-error estimator is used by the terminal. The SNR in
(17) can be seen as an upper bound on the SNR in (15), as
the former does not assume any structure of the transmitted
signal.

When a square OSTBC with full rate (nS = nT = τD) is
used, (16) and (17) are distributed identically as

SNRsquare ∼ SNRgeneral ∼ ρPτPρDτDβ
2

2nSnT (ρDτDβ + ρPτPβ + nT)
χ2(2nT).

This can be shown by observing that

||ĥ||2 ∼ nT + ρPτPβ

2ρPτP
χ2(2nT)

and

‖ĥMMSE‖2 ∼
ρPτPβ

2

2(ρPτPβ + nT)
χ2(2nT).

1In [13], the data power and the pilot power are assumed to be equal,
which is not the case here. In addition, we do not consider simultaneous
payload transmission, so ρ′b is zero. The SNR expression has been modified
accordingly.
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D. The Multi-Cell Scenario

Deriving the lower bound on the SNR for the multi-cell case
follows a similar route as in the single-cell case, only with
more terms. We let K denote the number of interfering cells
and K denote the set of contaminating cells that use the same
pilots as the home cell. The pilot sequences used by cells not
in K are orthogonal to the pilot sequence used in the home
cell. For a pilot reuse of p, at least pnT channel uses will be
occupied by pilots.

1) Pilot Phase: Following the same steps as in Sec-
tion III-B, the multi-cell equivalent to the channel estimate
ĥ can be written as

ĥMC = h + e + hΣ,

where
hΣ ,

∑
k∈K

hk

and hk is the channel from the BS in cell k to the terminal in
the home cell. Just as in the single-cell case, the estimation
error, now e + hΣ, is correlated to the channel estimate.

To calculate (13) in the multi-cell case, the conditional
moments of hk|ĥMC for k = 1, . . . ,K, hΣ|ĥMC, and e|ĥMC

are needed, as well as the conditional moments of e|ĥMC,hΣ.
These can be found using [23, Theorem 10.2].

2) Data Phase: When detecting the information-bearing
symbol, two additional noise terms show up, compared to the
single-cell case:

ηn,3 , −√ρD<
{

ĥH
MCAH

nXDhΣ

}
− i
√
ρD=

{
ĥH

MCBH
nXDhΣ

}
and

ηn,4 ,
K∑
k=1

<
{

ĥH
MCAH

nXkhk

}
+ i=

{
ĥH

MCBH
nXkhk

}
,

where Xk is the signal transmitted from cell k in the data
phase. All cells are assumed to transmit data in the same time-
frequency resource. This gives an expression for the received,
processed signal in a multi-cell scenario

ŝn =
√
ρD‖ĥMC‖2sn + ηn,1 + ηn,2 + ηn,3 + ηn,4.

Note that ηn,1 and ηn,3 are correlated, both to each other, and
to the symbol sn and that ηn,2 and ηn,4 are uncorrelated to all
other terms. To calculate the SNR in (13), one can split ηn,1
and ηn,3 into parts that correlate perfectly with sn, and a part
that is uncorrelated to sn, as done in Section III-C.

E. OSTBCs in Massive MIMO

Because a massive MIMO BS has an abundance of transmit
antennas, it generally has more options in the signal design
compared to contemporary BSs. For example, the BS has, to
a greater extent, the ability to dynamically change what STBC
to use. If the BS is equipped with M antennas, the size of the
code (number of antenna ports) nT can be changed to suite the
scenario in question. If high reliability is needed, and there
is little time/frequency diversity in the channel, the BS can
choose a large nT to compensate the lack of time/frequency
diversity by adding spatial diversity. If the channel offers

enough time/frequency diversity, a code with low diversity and
high code rate may be used. The caveat here is, as we will see,
that even if the BS may choose nT to be any integer between
1 and M in theory, a very large value of nT is not possible or
useful in practice.

There are limits to how high rate an OSTBC spanning nT

antenna ports can have. For example, no OSTBC can have a
rate higher than 1, and for nT > 1, this rate is only achievable
with nT = 2 (the Alamouti code). The maximum rate of an
OSTBC with nT = 2m or nT = 2m − 1, with m being an
integer is m+1

2m . In particular, as nT grows, the maximum rate
approaches 1/2 [21].

The second dimension of an OSTBC, the delay τD, becomes
more important the larger nT is, as τD ≤ τC − τP is required
for the code to fit into one coherence interval. In general, for
a fixed code rate nS/τD, delay increases quite fast with nT.
The minimum delay grows especially fast when OSTBCs with
optimal rates are considered. For example, the minimum delay
of a maximum rate code with nT = 8 antennas is τD = 56
channel uses, and for a code with nT = 16, the minimum
delay is 11440 channel uses [25].

Hence, we have a practical limit to the code size nT. The
limiting factor for massive MIMO, when it comes to choosing
an OSTBC is the decoding delay together with the finite
coherence interval, not the number of antenna ports. This
means that increasing nT stops being useful at some point,
since the decoding delay is too long.

IV. IMPACT OF THE DIMENSION REDUCING MATRIX

Let us now consider the transmission over the effective
channel h. The statistics of h depend on the choice of the
DRM Φ and the statistics of the physical channel g as indicated
by (7). Apart from studying i.i.d. Rayleigh fading we also
consider a correlated channel model which is described in
Section IV-A. The choice of DRM and how the channel
statistics affect this choice is discussed in Section IV-B.

A. Channel Covariance Matrix

To understand how correlation between antennas affects
performance, we model the correlation of the antenna array
with an exponential correlation matrix [26]. This model has the
beauty of being parameterized by a single complex parameter,
r, denoting the (complex) correlation between the channels
of two neighboring antennas. The (i, j):th element of the
covariance matrix Cg is given by

Cg(i, j) = β|r||j−i|ei arg(r)(j−i)

with |r| ≤ 1. This means that channels for antennas further
apart have a smaller correlation, which is physically reason-
able.

Two interesting special cases of this correlation matrix are
when r = 0 or |r| = 1. For r = 0, Cg is a scaled
identity matrix and hence corresponds to i.i.d. fading. If
|r| = 1, then all columns of Cg are linearly dependent, so
the correlation matrix has rank 1. Note that for large arrays,
even when |r| is close to 1, the correlation between antennas
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at moderate distance becomes negligible, as the correlation
decays exponentially with the antenna distance.

The complex parameter r = |r|ei arg(r) depends on the
magnitude |r| and the argument arg(r). In the numerical
results, we fix |r| ∈ [0, 1] and let arg(r) vary depending on
the user position. We set arg(r) to be the angle of incidence
(as if a line-of-sight channel) from the user to the BS array.
This means that we only need to specify |r|.

B. Choosing the Dimension-Reducing Matrix

Any choice of Φ confines the effective channel h to the
subspace spanned by the columns of Φ; the BS implicitly
beamforms into this subspace. For physical channels g in the
approximate nullspace of Φ, the effective channel gains will
be small. There is an intricate connection between the choice
of DRM and the resulting SNR, since the DRM Φ shows up
at several places in (14). The question is how to choose a
suitable DRM depending on, among other things, the chosen
code and number of BS antennas. Note that there is no obvious
“optimal” DRM here. One way of finding an upper bound
on performance would be to assume perfect CSI at the BS;
however, in this case, the BS would be able to beamform in a
conventional manner (by for example multi-casting), making
the comparison void.

When transmitting SI, the BS does not know who is lis-
tening; hence the choice of DRM should not depend on the
physical channel g. However, if the BS has statistical knowl-
edge of the channel, this could be used when constructing the
DRM. Recall that we do not assume any channel knowledge,
statistical or instantaneous, at the BS.

To illustrate the importance of the DRM, we compare three
different strategies for choosing the DRM:
• The first DRM considered is the one derived in [8, Eq.

(30)]. This matrix, denoted Φ [8], has several desirable
properties: it ensures approximate omnidirectional trans-
mission, equal output power on all antennas on the aver-
age and signals with low peak-to-average-power ratio.

• Second, we choose a random DRM:

ΦRAND ,
[

InT
0nT×(M−nT)

]
Q,

where Q ∈ CM×M is an isotropically distributed unitary
matrix [27], in order to make the matrix “as random as
possible”.

• Third, we choose the DRM as nT evenly spaced columns
in the M dimensional discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
matrix. That is, the columns with indices

M

2nT
(2n− 1), n = 1, . . . , nT.

We denote this matrix by ΦDFT.
The second and third choices are heuristic. The DRM ΦRAND

demonstrates the performance of a matrix without any particu-
lar structure. This is a reasonable choice if the BS has no idea
what effect the DRM has on the transmission. The motivation
for ΦDFT is that the columns of the DFT matrix corresponds
to different angular directions. By spreading out the angles, at
least one of them should work reasonably well for any given

terminal. We expect Φ [8] to outperform the other two, as it is
optimized. The main reason we present the other two DRMs is
to show that a seemingly reasonable choice (ΦDFT) can perform
poorly, while a random matrix (ΦRAND) can perform well.

Remark: There are minor similarities between the DRM
used here and the prebeamforming matrix used in [28]: both
matrices can be built up from selected columns of the DFT
matrix and simplify the channel estimation. However, the
prebeamforming matrix in [28] has another purpose: to divide
known users in the cell into groups based on the eigenspace of
the users’ covariance matrices. This is a completely different
scenario than considered herein, where statistical CSI is avail-
able to the BS, the channel model is different, and payload
data is transmitted.

Note that all three choices of DRMs are semi-unitary:
ΦΦH = InT

. For i.i.d. Rayleigh fading, Cg = βIM , this
implies that the effective channel h will have the same
statistics for any choice of DRM:

Ch = βΦIMΦH = βInT
.

Thus, all three choices are equivalent and the choice only
makes a difference when Cg is not a scaled identity matrix.

The cell edge SNR is defined as the SNR experienced by a
terminal on the cell edge, if all power were transmitted from
a single antenna in the array. Throughout the paper, we have
a cell edge SNR of −5 dB.

To see the effects of the DRM, consider a correlation
coefficient |r| = 0.9 for two scenarios: one where the BS
has M = 24 antennas and uses code 2, and one where the
BS has M = 120 antennas and uses code 8. Fig. 1 shows
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the SNR (15) for
uniformly distributed users on the cell edge when the BS is
using different DRMs. To see the variation in performance of
ΦRAND, which is random by definition, Fig. 1 shows the best
and the worst out of 10 realizations.

The difference in performance is solely due to the different
DRM and how well these “match” the covariance matrix
Cg. The randomness is due to user positions and the small-
scale fading. We see that ΦDFT performs poorly here, giving
some users very good performance, and some very poor. In
general, SI should be available to as many users as possible, so
preferably the curves should be vertical (and far to the right).
That is, a spatially selective DRM, with a large (approximative)
null space performs poorly when the terminals are uniformly
distributed.

Interestingly, the random choice performs at a similar level
as the optimized DRM in terms of symbol SNRs. That being
said, ΦRAND does not satisfy, for example, the constraint
necessary to ensure equal power through all antennas as Φ [8]
does. In addition Φ [8] performs slightly better than ΦRAND for
larger codes, as seen in Fig. 1b. Nevertheless picking a random
DRM works relatively well. For larger codes, the performance
of ΦDFT improves, but is always considerably worse than both
ΦRAND and Φ [8]. This is due to the mismatch between ΦDFT

and the covariance matrix Cg. If the covariance matrix has
a different structure or if users are distributed differently, the
DFT choice might very well perform similar to or better than
the other choices.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the three choices of DRM Φ for two different codes in two different scenarios. We include two realizations of the random DRM,
ΦRAND , to see how the performance differs between realizations. In this scenario we consider |r| = 0.9 and a cell edge SNR of −5 dB. The terminals are
uniformly distributed (in angle) on the cell edge. The DFT choice is poor, while the other choices perform more similar to each other. The randomness stems
from the user positions as well as the small-scale fading. a) M = 24 BS antennas, using code 2; b) M = 120 BS antennas, using code 8.

Looking at figures similar to Fig. 1 for different scenarios
(different M , |r|, and codes, not included here) more general
conclusions can be drawn. Φ [8] is a “one size fits all” DRM.
It performs well for many choices of channel covariance ma-
trices, codes and number of transmitting antennas. However,
this does not mean that it is optimal in the sense of offering
coverage to the largest number of terminals for any channel.

V. PERFORMANCE METRIC

To evaluate the performance of different codes in various
settings, we consider outage rates instead of ergodic mea-
sures on capacity because of the limited number of diversity
branches. It was shown in [29] that

R∗(n, ε) = Cε +O
(

log(n)

n

)
,

where Cε denotes the outage capacity and R∗(n, ε) denotes the
maximal achievable rate for block length n and outage proba-
bility ε. That is, the outage capacity is a good approximation
to R∗(n, ε) if n is large enough.

An additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with an
SNR of x can reliably support a maximum rate of log2(1 +x)
[30, Section 5.4.1]. This means, conditioned on the channel
estimate ĥ and assuming worst-case noise (Gaussian), the
effective channel in (11) can support a maximum rate of

nS

τD
log2 (1 + SNROSTBC) bpcu. (18)

Outage occurs if the used rate R is larger than (18), i.e., if

R >
nS

τD
log2(1 + SNROSTBC).

The received symbol SNR at the terminal depends on the
realization of the channel estimate which in turn depends on
the true channel. We assume independent channel realizations
in each coherence interval and let SNROSTBC

l denote the SNR

experienced at the terminal in coherence interval l when an
OSTBC is used at the BS. Assuming coding over L different
coherence intervals, the average supported rate is

1

L

L∑
l=1

nS

τD
log2 (1 + SNROSTBC

l ) bpcu.

The probability of outage when using a rate R is then

pOSTBC
out (R) , Pr

(
R >

1

L

L∑
l=1

nS

τD
log2 (1 + SNROSTBC

l )

)
.

For a given ε, the outage capacity is defined as

COSTBC
ε , sup{R : pOSTBC

out (R) < ε}.

In order to take training into account, we define the outage
rate as

ROSTBC
ε ,

(
τC − τP

τC

)
COSTBC
ε bpcu, (19)

where we have scaled the outage capacity by the fraction of
the coherence interval used for transmitting data.

Completely analogous to (19) we can define outage rates
for general transmission and for transmission with a square
OSTBC, using (17) and (16), respectively. We let SNRgeneral

l

and SNRsquare
l be the SNR experienced by the terminal in the

l:th coherence interval in the two cases. Performing identical
calculations as above gives the corresponding outage rates

Rgeneral
ε ,

(
τC − τP

τC

)
Cgeneral
ε bpcu, (20)

and
Rsquare
ε ,

(
τC − τP

τC

)
Csquare
ε bpcu. (21)

We expect that Rgeneral
ε ≥ ROSTBC

ε , which we will quantify
numerically in Section VI.
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One thing to note about the rate in (18) is that the reciprocal
of the code rate

nS

τD
is found in the numerator of SNROSTBC. For

low SNR this means that the rate in (18) is almost independent
of the code rate, since log(1 + x) ≈ x if x� 1.

VI. SIMULATIONS

We consider the OSTBCs listed in Table I and compare the
outage rates of these, as defined in (19), in different scenarios.
We will see how the performance varies depending on the
number of BS antennas, M , and the correlation coefficient |r|.
In the end, we will also compare the results of the single-cell
case to that of a multi-cell case.

Throughout the simulations, the outage probability ε = 0.01
is fixed. The terminals are distributed uniformly in a disk with
radius 1 in the single-cell case and in a regular hexagon with
circumradius 1 in the multi-cell case. Both in the single and
multi-cell case, a small disk with radius 0.035 around the BS
is excluded. Large-scale fading consists of distance-dependent
path loss with exponent 3.8 and the cell edge SNR is set to
−5 dB. The coherence interval consists of τC = 256 symbols.2

We only consider DRM Φ [8], as it performs well in all tested
scenarios.

Initially, we will only consider transmission over one coher-
ence interval; hence no time/frequency diversity is available.
In Sections VI-C, VI-D and VI-E, the BS is allowed to code
over several coherence intervals. Results from the multi-cell
scenario is presented in Section VI-F.

A. Pilot Energy Optimization

To facilitate fair comparisons, all transmission strategies—
no matter what code or DRM—will have the same energy
budget (the amount of energy spend in one coherence interval).
We consider a heuristic way of optimizing the pilot energy,
τPρP, by maximizing the outage rate of a simplified scenario,
with the same parameters. We only optimize over ρP since [31,
Theorem 1] ensures that the outage rate is maximized when
τP = nT.

To perform the heuristic optimization, the BS assumes that
a square OSTBC is used, the channel coefficients are i.i.d., and
that the SNR at the user only depends on the large-scale fading,
which has a known distribution. Note that the optimization can
be done regardless of the validity of these assumptions. Now,
with these assumptions, the outage rate is given by (21). For
an outage probability of ε, the BS considers the large-scale
coefficient associated with the ε percentile, denoted βε. That
is, a fraction 1 − ε of the large-scale fading coefficients is
larger than βε and a fraction ε is smaller than βε. The BS then
considers the outage rate in (21) and calculates the value of
ρP such that this outage rate is maximized. For our purpose,
this heuristic method does not necessarily result in the optimal
pilot energy because the resulting symbol SNR (15) when using
the codes in Table I will not equal the symbol SNR in (16).
This method, however, does not require any CSI at the BS.

2The specific number was chosen to be a power of two, to simplify some
of the simulations. It is still in the same order of magnitude as the smallest
scheduling unit in LTE (168) and the coherence interval for a coherence time
of 1 ms and a coherence bandwidth of a few hundred kHz.
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Fig. 2. The received SNR (15) with and without optimizing the pilot energy
for code 2 and code 8. We see that heuristically optimizing the pilot energy
is beneficial.

Now, let us see the effect of the optimization, by compar-
ing the performance to the baseline: spending the minimum
amount of symbols on pilots (τP = nT), while keeping the
transmission power constant over the entire coherence interval
(ρD = ρP). We consider the case of uncorrelated channels
(r = 0) here, but the same conclusions can be drawn when
looking at correlated channels. Fig. 2 shows the CDF for the
SNRs with and without optimizing the pilot energy for two
different codes. As seen, the baseline lags behind considerably
for both codes, and the optimization proves useful.

In light of these results, all presented outage rates in the
remainder of the paper have been optimized as presented in
this section, which means that all codes use the minimum
number of pilot symbols (τP = nT). As a consequence, the
pilot symbols will be transmitted with considerably more
power than the subsequent data symbols.

B. Without Time/Frequency Diversity

First, let us consider the case of i.i.d. Rayleigh fading. The
outage rates for the considered codes are shown in Fig. 3a.
As indicated by theoretical results, the performance does not
depend on the number of antennas (nor the chosen DRM, as
long as it is semi-unitary). In the same graph, shown with filled
markers, are the achievable outage rates for (20). We first note
that the two bounds are tight, not only for codes 1 and 2 as we
mentioned in Section III-C, but also for rectangular codes with
code rate less than one, as seen by the overlapping markers.
This is because the SNR is low here, so the decrease in code
rate is compensated by the increase in SNR.

When time/frequency diversity is scarce, spatial diversity is
extremely useful. Studying Fig. 3a more closely reveals that
adding just a little spatial diversity can have a big impact, and
the effect is more prominent the smaller outage probability,
ε, we require. Increasing the diversity order, going from 1 to
2 (effectively doubling the number diversity branches) gives
a fivefold increase in outage rate. As we again double the
diversity order, from 2 to 4, the rate is doubled. Doubling yet
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Fig. 3. The outage rates for uncorrelated and correlated fading. In both scenarios, the spatial diversity pays off a great deal, but reaches a clear point of
diminishing return for the larger codes. a) The two outage rates (19) and (20) are very tight for most choices of nT , but we see a slightly larger difference for
nT = 12, as the markers do not overlap completely. b) A correlated channel with correlation coefficient |r| = 0.9 is considered. As the number of antennas
grows, the correlation becomes negligible since |r|M decays quickly and the outage rate approaches that of the uncorrelated channel. The correlation strikes
the larger codes harder when the number of BS antennas is small.

again, up to diversity order 8, gives a moderate increase of
about 10 percent. The diminishing return of diversity is most
apparent when comparing the two larger codes. In Fig. 3a, the
largest code does not give the highest rate. The reasons for
this are twofold: First, the benefit of the extra spatial diversity
is not big enough to counteract the effect of the increased
pilot overhead. Second, the heuristic optimization works better
for smaller codes (as the approximation of being square is
more accurate). Around the point of nT = 10, the effect of
increasing the spatial diversity is overcome by the increase in
pilot overhead, and thus larger codes are not useful. This is
a consequence of the relatively short coherence interval, and
the choice of outage probability ε. Larger codes could still be
useful in a scenario with longer coherence intervals or lower
outage probability.

Fig. 3b shows the outage rates for correlated channels
with correlation coefficient |r| = 0.9. When the channels
are correlated, the outage rate decreases, as can be seen by
comparing Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b. This drop in performance is due
to the DRM not matching the channel covariance matrix when
the channels are correlated, while any semi-unitary matrix
matches the channel covariance matrix when the channels are
uncorrelated. When the number of BS antennas grows, the
outage rate tends to that of the uncorrelated channel. This is
because as the array grows, more antennas are further away
from each other which decreases the correlation between the
channels. Since |r|M decays quickly, only a moderate number
of antennas is needed to mitigate even quite large correlation
coefficients. The smaller codes struggle because of the lack of
diversity, while the larger code gets punished by the symbols
spent on pilots, as well as the optimization.

C. With Time/Frequency Diversity
Choosing the code giving the maximum rate, we see from

Fig. 3a that the BS can convey about 0.12 bpcu for the chosen
scenario. Over one coherence interval this means about 30
bits. If the BS needs to convey more bits with the same outage
probability, more resources have to be allocated.

As we have seen previously, when the channel offers no
time/frequency diversity, the larger codes tend to give a higher
rate, since the spatial diversity from the code is so valuable.
When the channel offers more time/frequency diversity, how-
ever, the spatial diversity from the code decreases in value.
This is observed in Fig. 4, where the outage rate for each code
is shown as a function the number of coherence intervals, L,
the BS codes over. Each coherence interval sees an independent
channel realization, and hence the time/frequency diversity
order is L.

In general, larger codes saturate faster, as they reach the
point of diminishing returns quicker. They also saturate at a
lower rate, because of the lower code rate, nS/τD. Code 1
gains a lot from the extra time/frequency diversity and quickly
catches up to the other codes as the number of diversity
branches increases. As L tends to infinity, in which case
ergodic capacity would be a relevant metric, performance is
determined by the code rate, and hence, the smaller codes
with higher code rates are superior. Note that the Alamouti
code is better than 1 for all values considered, as it offers
more diversity and the same code rate.

D. Fixed Message Length
Ultimately, what code to choose depends on how much

information the BS needs to convey to the terminals. Consider
a message of Nb bits. The BS aims to reach 99 percent (cf.
ε = 0.01) of the terminals with this message. How many
coherence intervals must be allocated to make this happen?
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Fig. 4. The outage rate (19) when coding over several coherence intervals.
The smaller codes performs poorly when only a few coherence intervals are
allocated for transmission, because of the lack of diversity. As the number
of allocated coherence intervals increases, the spatial diversity of the code
matters less, and the codes with the highest code rate perform the best.
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Fig. 5. The minimum number of coherence intervals needed to convey a
message of Nb bits with outage probability less than ε = 0.01. For short
messages, the larger codes provide sufficient rate, but as the message gets
longer, the smaller code rate is too costly. For large messages, the base station
needs to allocate more coherence intervals, providing time/frequency diversity,
making the spatial diversity less useful.

We use the outage rates in Fig. 4 and see how many bits can
be conveyed using the different codes. Depending on the size
of the message, Nb, the BS has to allocate different number of
coherence intervals for each code. The minimum number of
coherence intervals required for each code is shown in Fig. 5.

For many choices of message length Nb, several codes
might need the same number of coherence interval to convey
the message, as seen by the overlapping curves in Fig. 5. In
this case, we would choose the largest code, since the added
diversity will make the received SNR more reliable (slightly
lower outage probability). The general trend is that larger
codes are preferred for short messages, when few coherence
intervals are needed, and smaller codes are preferred for long
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Fig. 6. The τC channel uses does not necessarily have to be allocated in the
same coherence interval. By spreading the SI over L coherence intervals we
get time/frequency diversity at a cost of increased pilot overhead.
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Fig. 7. The total number of bits transferred over τC channel uses for the
different codes in Table I when transmission is split over several coherence
intervals. Larger codes are punished quickly because of the relatively large
pilot overhead, while smaller codes see an improvement due to their lack of
diversity. However, approximately the same maximum is achieved regardless
of what code is used.

messages, as the many allocated coherence intervals provide
enough diversity for the outage probability to be small. To take
specific examples from Fig. 5, we see that code 4 is preferred
when Nb = 250 and code 2 is preferred when Nb = 500.

E. Fixed Number of Channel Uses

We now allow for a coherence interval to carry both SI
and other data. That is, the entire coherence interval does
not necessarily have to be dedicated for SI. Although one
coherence interval may carry both SI and other data, we do
not multiplex spatially within one channel use as in [13].
We analyze whether splitting up SI over several coherence
intervals can improve performance.

Consider having a total of τC = 256 channel uses dedicated
to transmitting SI. If these channel uses are spread over
several coherence intervals, we can code over several channel
realizations, and hence the time/frequency diversity increases.
On the other hand, we have to transmit downlink pilots in each
of the coherence intervals, so fewer channel uses can actually
be used for data. To be more precise: spreading the SI over L
coherence intervals will leave τC −LτP channel uses for data,
depicted in Fig. 6. This then yields a trade-off, once again,
between diversity and pilot overhead, also mentioned in [32].
We stress that the minimum number of pilot symbols is used,
i.e., τP = nT.
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Fig. 7 shows the total number of bits each code can transfer
over 256 channel uses, when transmission is spread over L
coherence intervals. The first thing to note is that all codes can,
approximately, transfer the same amount of information, 31
bits, over τC channel uses. This tells us that all codes perform
similarly if the BS is allowed to spread the SI over several
coherence intervals. Second, the maximum for all codes occurs
when the total number of diversity branches LnT is between 8
and 10. This means that, for this particular scenario, there is a
tipping point at around LnT = 9 diversity branches: more
branches require too much pilot overhead, fewer branches
give too little diversity. This is why code 12 performs worse
than the others: the diversity is already saturated. The same
phenomenon is observed for other scenarios as well, although
the location of the tipping point differs. For a longer coherence
interval or for a lower outage probability, the optimal number
of diversity branches increases. As a consequence, the tipping
point will move to the right.

F. Multi-cell Setup

We now consider a multi-cell setup with 19 cells: 18
interfering cells, and the home cell, in the center. We consider
three different pilot-reuse factors and compare the outage rate
when using different OSTBCs. Apart from now considering
multiple cells, the setup is identical to that in Fig. 3, with the
same correlation factor of 0.9 and with M = 120 BS antennas.
There are three important differences compared to the single-
cell case, as mentioned in Section III-D: i) Contaminating cells
that use the same pilots interfere with the channel estimation.
This can be mitigated by increasing the pilot reuse. ii) The
data transmitted by other cells increase interference in the
symbol detection, and is independent of the pilot reuse. iii)
An increased pilot reuse requires longer pilots and therefore
increases the pilot overhead.

In Fig. 8, we see that the pilot reuse has a huge effect on
the outage rates in a multi-cell system. When all cells use the
same pilots, the outage rate is only a small fraction of what it
is for the single-cell case. For pilot reuse 3 or 4, the outage rate
is more similar to that of the single-cell. To make comparison
fair here the shape of the single cell is hexagonal.

A secondary effect that also lowers the outage rates for
the multi-cell setup is that the heuristic optimization in Sec-
tion VI-A does not work as well as in the single-cell setup.
This is because the effective SNR experienced near the cell
edge is much lower than what the heuristic method assumes
(since it ignores all inter-cell interference). As a consequence,
it is actually better to not optimize when using reuse 1 in our
case.

VII. CONCLUSION

Downlink transmission in massive MIMO without CSI at the
base station is necessary for conveying system information
to the terminals in the cell. A massive MIMO base station
can outperform a single-antenna base station, with the same
power constraint, for correlated and uncorrelated channels.
Hence, conveying system information without CSI is not a
show-stopper for massive MIMO. As the number of diversity
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Fig. 8. Outage rates in a multi-cell systems with different pilot reuse for the
four smallest codes in Table I. The interference from cells using the same
pilots is very strong in the case of pilot reuse 1, leading to a very low rate.

branches of the channel increases the benefit of the spatial
diversity provided by the code decreases, making the larger
codes primarily useful when time/frequency diversity is low.
To convey short messages of a few hundred bits, less time-
frequency resources are required and increased reliability can
be provided if the base station uses codes which provide spatial
diversity.
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